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BASIC MECHANICS

1. To raise load NOTES

1. The inclined plane
2. The level
3. The screw
4. Hydraulics

2. These all raise mechanical advantage to
increase force.  The trade off is the law of
conservation. Example:  bumper jack, long
stroke, short movement

3. Law of conservation

      Energy in       =        Energy out
Force x distance      Force x distance

4. Inclined plane (assume 100% efficiency)

A.  30 degree scope – 100 lb. Load
          10’ of distance gains 5’ of rise

     B.  Energy in         =      Energy out
          50 lbs. X 10’             100 x 5’

     C.  500 ft. lbs.      =       500 ft. lbs.
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5. The Lever NOTES

      A. Worker exerting 50 lbs. of force on a lever 10’
      from fulcrum balances a 100 lb. load on opposite
      end 5’ from fulcrum

B.  Worker pushing down 4’ load moves vertically 2’

C.  Energy in      =     Energy out
     50 lbs. x 4’             100 lbs. x 2

          200 ft. lbs.    =     200 ft. lbs.
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6. The Screw NOTES

A. Turning the screw one revolution (one
     circumference) will move load vertically
     the distance between threads

B.  1” screw with 8 threads.  One revolution is a
      horizontal distance of 3.1416” (circumference).
      Vertical movement is 1/8”.  If input is 1 lb. and
      output is F, F is a mechanical advantage
      of 25 to 1.

C.  Energy in         =    Energy out
     1 lb. x 3.1416       F x 1/8”

          1 lb. x 3.1416    =     25.1328 x 1/8”

 3.1416”              =     3.1416”
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7. Hydraulics NOTES

     A.  Pascal’s law.  Fluid under pressure exerts the
      same pressure at every point inside the vessel
      containing the fluid.

B.  Example: brakes on an automobile.  If master
      cylinder is ½ sq. inch and 10 lbs. is applied, it
      is 20 lbs. per sq. inch.  If the wheel cylinder is
      4 sq. inches, then each wheel has 80 lbs. per
      sq. inch of force applied (20 lbs. x 4 = 80 lbs.).

C.  Hydraulics allow great increases in force with
      compact, inexpensive components.
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8. Hydraulic Systems NOTES

A. Cylinder to cylinder would be limited
      by the inverse proportion of the basic
      mechanical equation.

B. Pump systems – continuously add fluid
      to the system to provide virtually unlimited
      piston travel.

1. Single acting cylinder

Power (pump) up
Gravity - Down

2. Double acting cylinder

Power (pump) up
Power (pump) down
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9.  Lifting Systems NOTES

A. Hoists

Advantages – portability, traveling (laterally),
                       relatively inexpensive

Disadvantages – need superstructure, not
                            stable or adjustable for work
                            station application – must
                            have means to suspend load
                            (hook, harness, etc)

B. Jacks

Advantages – for large bulky loads to be
                   positioned for long periods
                            of time

Disadvantages – slow acting, limited travel,
                           expensive, may need to be
                           externally guided
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C. Lift Tables NOTES

Advantages    -   high load capacity

           -   stable platform
              characteristics

       -   speed

     -   portability

     -   precise positioning

     -   load holding capability

       -   no external guiding

       -   highly efficient
              mechanism

            -  true vertical movement

      Disadvantages – Versatility and applicability
                   not easily understood
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